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Nice of you guys to show up. 

We’ve long advocated for delaying Social 

Security benefits (when appropriate) for 

as long as possible. In fact, we’ve built a business 

around it. 

The hit taken in penalties due to early withdrawal 

doesn’t make it worth it to claim early. Conversely, 

the 8% guaranteed return recipients receive each 

year by delaying claiming between the ages of 66 

and 70 (or 28% total) is the best deal going.  

We’ve also repeatedly made the argument that 

Social Security is an annuity, one devoid of the high 

fees that made certain private sector products un-

desirable and/or unsuitable for retirees. Now others 

are beginning to see the efficacy of our argument. 

Author, speaker and advisor jack-of-trades Mi-

chael Kitces recently took to his popular Nerd’s Eye 

View blog to sing the praises of delay.

“The reality is that for those whose greatest re-
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tirement ‘risk’ is living far past life expectancy, the decision to delay 

Social Security can actually be a highly beneficial investment,” 

Kitces writes, “with a real return that dominates TIPS, is radically 

superior to commercially available annuities, and even generates 

a real return comparable to equities but without any market risk!” 

[Exclamation point his]

Parroting our arguments on the internal rates of return on Social 

Security versus investments with a similar risk/return profile and 

objective, he notes that “when viewed from an investment per-

spective, the decision to delay Social Security actually represents 

an astonishingly valuable ‘investment’ return, based on the inter-

nal rate of return of the cash flows that it provides over time.”

Comparing it with bonds, immediate annuities and investment 

asset growth, he concludes that “delaying Social Security is the 

best long-term return money can buy.”

And he’s hardly alone. 

A high-profile issue brief from Steven Sass of the Center for 

Retirement Research at Boston College concludes the following: 

•  Households now retiring need to transform their 401(k) and 

IRA savings into retirement income.

•  One way is to delay claiming Social Security to increase their 

monthly benefit, using savings to pay current expenses while 

they wait.

•  In effect, they are buying an annuity from Social Securi-

ty: The savings used is the “price” and the increase in their 

monthly benefit the annuity income it “buys.”

•  Buying an annuity from Social Security is generally the 

best deal in town, especially in today’s low interest-rate 

environment.

We’re directing good humor at our colleagues in the space, 

but my point here is not to gloat. Rather, we’re proud to have the 

validation of such professional and highly-respected peers. And 

above all, we will continue to get the word out on the incredible 

opportunity that delaying Social Security affords. Rarely does 

something like it come along, and with the extreme lack of retire-

ment preparedness on the part of the general public, advantage 

should be fully taken. 
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 “One way is to delay claiming 
Social Security to increase 

their monthly benefit, using 
savings to pay current 

expenses while they wait.”
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